as blind pinging and the use of “actionable”
indications of interest. These “free look for
a free execution” practices leak clients’ valuable trading information, Morgan Stanley
told the SEC in March.
According to Neuberger, it is practices
like these that have imbued the sellsidebuyside relationship with mistrust. Like
Goldman, Morgan Stanley is also calling for
more transparency of order-routing practices. To “help regain the trust,” Neuberger believes the order-handling broker must make
clear not only where it is routing customer
orders but “how many swings and misses
did you have? How many different people
did you route to before you actually got an
execution?” he said at STA.

Morgan Stanley Faces Off Against HFTs

C

ountering the speed advantages and trading tactics of high-frequency
traders has become a major preoccupation for institutional brokers

these days. That’s because their customers are fretting they are at a disadvantage to the black boxes.
At Morgan Stanley, educating its customers is an important part of assuaging their fears.
“There’s a lot of paranoia out there,” Bill Neuberger, Morgan Stanley’s
co-head of electronic trading, said at this year’s STA conference. “So we are
providing our customers with a lot of detail and transparency. We may not
have a speed advantage, but we do have one big advantage: the order. So we
have the full picture of what the client wants to do. That’s the most important
piece of information.”
Understanding how HFTs operate is key, Neuberger noted. While the big

In Control

R

eports to the buyside are not enough,
says Gary Ardell of ConvergEx. Buyroute the order to the exchanges. The modus operandi of HFTs is to post as
side traders must also feel they are in conmany quotes as possible until they detect “natural,” or buyside flow. Then they
trol. “If people get a bad print, they want
cancel their quotes and start trading. “You will see a lot of prints go off and
to know where it came from,” Ardell said at
then a lot of cancels,” Neuberger said. “We have 99 percent cancel ratios.”
STA. Once they learn, they sometimes ask
Ardell to remove that particular dark pool
To combat this behavior Morgan Stanley incorporates randomizing into
from his company’s Abraxas routing platits algorithms and smart order routing. That way, it varies the timing of the
form, he said. “People ask us all the time
executions and the choice of venues, hopefully throwing any tape-watcher off
to remove certain dark pools and emphasize
the scent.
others,” he said. “It goes a long way in letting people feel they not only understand
What the broker doesn’t do, Neuberger explained, is blind ping. It knows
what is going on with their orders, but that
HFTs are waiting in certain venues. It also doesn’t take out HFT quotes immethey are absolutely in control.”
diately. “Those practices are overly aggressive,” Neuberger said.
Limiting the trading venues to which
their orders travel is part of the program at
Barclays Capital, as well. According to Brian Fagen, Barclays’ head of equities electronic trading sales, the
All of this looking under the hood is necessary, according to
big broker lets its customers create “tiers and segments” within
those on the buyside. “There has to be much more transparency
the vast trading world against which they want to execute their
in the creation of the order,” Damian Maroun, head trader at GE
orders. “We show them the performance of their order flow,” he
Asset Management, said at STA. “It has to be fed back into our syssaid at STA. “They base their decisions on facts.”
tems so we can see in real time where we are having success.” TM
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broker will try to use off-board venues as much as possible, ultimately it might
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